For Fall 2016:

CEE 498WT3/WT4: Water Technology & Policy

Instructor: Dr. Ashlynn Stillwell
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Class meets 8:00-9:20 AM Tuesdays and Thursdays in 2312 Newmark
3-credit and 4-credit* sections
(*Additional writing assignments and oral briefing required for 4-credit students.)

Course topics include:
• Water and civilization
• Hydrology
• Water law and economics
• Water infrastructure
• Water and wastewater treatment
• Water and energy
• Water and food
• Water and sustainability

Communication is an important element of this course: students will learn to “speak” technology and policy via writing assignments, multimedia presentation, and briefings.

Questions? Contact Dr. Stillwell at ashlynn@illinois.edu, 2521 Hydrosystems.